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5-HT3 receptor
volved the enjoylrnell1t

from drulkulg aJ.CUllUl.

the 5-HT3 receptors are blclcked,
alcoholics no

much from
better control of

mechanism could lead
interventions

for The nicotine recep
tors are also related, so progress
could also lead to better ways of
redluc:ing the for nicotine.

In Les-
ter, and the authors
of the paper are Caltech gradu
ate students Darren Beene (now
graduated) and Lori Lee, and
Cambridge researcher William
Broadhurst.

The research is the
National Institute
Disorders and Stroke.

its structure to open an ion chan
nel and launch a neuron signal.

"This is the most model
of receptor devel-

and it valuable
msights into nature of neuro-
receptors and the that mod-
ulate says.

"The
is control of the

lead to new ways
with that are

says Lester,
Caltech's Bren Professor of Bi-

"The fundamental under
stand:ing of how this all works is
of value to who want to

have a effect on
receptors. But the

better design at the mClle(;ul,lr level
will lead to much better treatments
that address more the un
derlying signaling problems.

Dougherty says the work re
quired the collaboration of organic
chemists, molecular biologists,
electrophysiologists and com
puter modelers. His Caltech group
worked closely with the research
group of Caltech biologist Henry
Lester, and with the group at Cam
bridge headed by Sarah Lummis,
to establish how changes

and and
attl~nt.lon deficit as wen
as alcoholism and nicotine addic
tion. For treatments of some of
these conditi()ns, phzlnnaco,log;ists

RejJon:ing in the ]N'mrelflber 11 is-
U!~'Jvu.!,a',L,a,u.,~,research-

California Institute of
'H~(;hn:olclgy and the of

how
learned to force a
as the 5-HT3 receptor to
its function by ch,~micaJly

the of one of amino
from which it is built.

tecitmilCjue develoloed at
known as amino mu
tagenesis," the researchers altered
a amino acid in the 5-HT3

in order to modulate the re
ceptor's ion channel. This gave the
researchers control of the "switch"
that is involved in neuron
ing.

According to Dennis Dougherty,
lead author of the paper and the
Hoag Professor of Chemistry at
Caltech, the new research solves a
50-year-old mystery of how a neu
roreceptor is changed by a chemi
cal signal. Scientists have long
known that signaling in the brain
is a chemical process, in which a
chemical substance known as a
neurotransmitter is released into

An international team of scien
tists has announced a new break-
tJ:u'ough in the mo-
lecular details of how move
around in the human The
work is basic research, but could
help pharmacologists new
drugs for a host neuro
logical disorders, as well as
for alcohol and nie-othle
craving.

ROBERT TINDOL

Continued on Page 8, Column 1

and also an author of the paper.
"One of the significant things

about this study is the sheer num
ber of corals we now have to
work with," says "We've
now collected 3,700 corals in the
North and have been
able to study about 150 so far in
detail. Of these, about 25 samples
were used in the study.

"To this I
wrote
with two
Adkins adds.

The corals that are needed to
ten EaJ1:h's climatic are
tvrlk~lnV found at a few
hU:l1dl:ed to of meters.

contrast, can go
meters

the surface. the water is
bitter cold and the seas are

And to add an additional com
pli,~ation, the corals can be hard
to find.

The solution has been for the
researchers to take out a subma
rine to harvest the coral. The star
of the ventures so far has been
the vehicle
known as is famed
for having discovered the Titanic
some years back. In a 2003 expe
dition several hundred miles off
the coast of New England, Alvin
brought back the aforementioned
3,700 corals from the New Eng
land Seamounts.

ROBERT TINDOL

The corals of the
North Atlantic are now recog
nized as "archives" of Earth's cli-
matic past. Not are sen-
sitive to the milileral
content of the water
~v\r v''-'",- lifetirrles, but
also dated very acc:unltely.

a new paper aPi)eann:g III

ence the
tion of American Association
for the Advancement of Science

environme:nt:ll scientists
describe their recent advances in
""~'<lrlinc," the climatic of

10o,kilJlg at the
ael~p-:sea corals known

Ac:cordlng to lead author Laura
Robhlson, a scholar

Cal.iiolmia lns'titute ofTech-
the work shows
coral an:aIVSlS

solve some
about the climate. In paJ1:icu12lf,
environmental scientists would
like to know Earth's tenlper-
ature has been so ste:adllv
for the last 10,000
after
variable.

"These corals are a new archive
of just like ice cores and
tree are archives ofclimate,"
says who works in the
Caltech lab of Jess Adkins, as
sistant professor of geochemistry
and global environmental science,
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We can begin to address these
issues by changing the procedures
and guidelines governing campus
expansion to better anticipate,
control, and ultimately commit
the necessary funds to pay the an
cillary costs of new buildings and
new staff. We should also reexam
ine the presumptions underlying
the budgetary crisis, at least some
part of which owes to debt ser-
vice of unfunded commenced
capital projects. capital ex-
penses should be absorbed by the
endowment on a one-time basis
irrespective of whether so
will require drawing upon
dpal rather than merely interest.
The money is spent; the projects
are faits accomplis. It is time to
recognize that the past was a mis
talce that should be accepted and
corrected, not merely concealed
behind new fees and transfer pay
ments.

Photo by Kevin Peng

historical footnote. I have not en
deavored to conclusively resolve
Caltech's budgetary problems but
instead to pull one thread of the
tapestry of errors. A startling lack
of curiosity and intellectual rigor
seems to pervade the decision
making process. We need more
than the flimsy theories and fal
lacious reasoning that have been
publicly proffered. No one ought
to expect that because some other
university does things a certain
way, so should Caltech. As a
school of the best and the bright
est, we ought not to let mediocrity
govern us.

as merely the preparatory work
for the collection of a parking fee,
just as the zoned parking system
is a potential avenue for slowly
taking parking spaces away from
the students without having to

deny them permits.
""'L~ __ .. ,- the buildings and their

parking structures
have already been built, at least
some fraction of the depreciation
costs are for reimburse
ment as a component of indi
rect overhead costs under OMB

However, ultimately,
we should not depend on Federal
grant rules for our sense of moral
rectitude, nor are such grants the
sole source of funds to pay for ex
penses incurred by the Institute's
research activities. Determining
the fair allocation of the costs be
gins not with what can be exacted
from grants but from an objective
assessment of the origins of the
costs themselves.

As the students have
been to a but

stream of breaches.
year, as old students leave

and new ones enter, the abuses
the are and ac~

as status
Few students today

when the department librar
ies were collapsed into SFL, the
Institute promised the graduate
student community twenty-four
hour access. Points of contention
such as the Ricketts firepot recede
into distant memory and people
forget being out-maneuvered into
transferring the MaSH's preroga
tives to the Director of Residence
Life and then to Student Life or
turning the VP of student affairs
into an administrative rather than
faculty position, at each step re
placing the gentle hand of faculty
oversight with crisp control vet
ted by Caltech legal.

Long since has Millikan's vi
sion of Caltech become a mere

Caltech Security's recent tickets have included this one w3lrning
the owner not to on the east side Holliston Avenue, dilrecUy
across from Avery.

By JONATHAN DAMA

an inefficient mechanism requir
ing the issuance and tracking of
permits and previously unheard
of enforcement costs. Some may
consider the fee levy to be merely
an indirect and clever means to
assess research budgets for the
costs incurred, but it has done
more by targeting the students
and academic support staff as
well. Furthermore, it is a rather
inefficient mechanism requiring
the issuance and tracking of per
mits and hereto unheard of en
forcement costs. Indeed, one may
consider the introduction of the
plastic parking permits in 2001

Over these past few months
statements by various administra
tive officials have suggested that
parking structures are nonscien
tific construction and not directly
related to research; they assert
that Institute funds that could be
used to support research should
not be assessed for parking. While
such a principle might be conve
nient for placating the faculty, it
is dangerously naive and goes to
one of the root causes of the bud
get crisis now facing the Institute:
a general and consistent failure
to properly account and plan for
the additional operating costs in
curred by expansion.

Put simply, the parking and
budgetary pressures the Institute
faces are a direct result of expand

research operations. Over the
the Institute popula

increased by approximately
2500 persons. Yet the gradu2lte
student increased by
about a scant 300 persons, and
the has

that would C0I1COJmitantly
be incurred as the buildi]!1gs

staff. P""l'hm,~

for
pn)le(2ts, but if such refusal

Institute had an
such costs out of

endowment funds or
forgo the project Trans
ferring the costs to the community
in the form of effectively reduc
ing stipends or, in the case of the
students, by levying an additional
fee, is a mere concealment of a
more innate problem and does
little to discourage expanding re
search activities from inducing a
tragedy of the commons situation
by avoiding responsibility for the
costs they are imposing on the
academic community.

In targeting the students and
academic support staff as well
as graduate students and other
researchers, the parking fee has
done more than merely charge re
search budgets indirectly for the
incurred. cost. Fu,rthermore, it is

Such growth in Institute's
non-instructional staff has
candy increased the for
parking. Meanwhile a multitude
of building projects displaced
inexpensive surface parking: the
renovation of the Bookstore, the
removal of San Pasqual, con
struction of Sherman Fairch
ild Library, Beckman Institute,
Moore Laboratory, and Broad
Center. Furthermore, the parking
lot east of Keith Spalding is slated
to be replaced by an Astronomy
Building, and the parking lot east
of Moore is slated to be replaced
by the Annenberg Information
Science and Technology Building
in the next few years.

The construction
House also

but

were
whose most farnol1s
Bri.tne~y Spears's pinnacle
geniusness hit, "Toxic." As a
result, the album has sounds
reminiscient of Daft Punk,
old-school disco, and a little
bit of New York scratch (a
la Le Tigre) while remaining
wholly Madonna. I won't go
through a detailed song-by
song analysis, because the
entire album is worth a good
listening to. Enjoyl

Grade: AAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA

for it, so I was like, "I know,
I'ma gonna download

so clever and Ma
donna's rich anyway." Boo,
dude. After going through
a of trouble getting
twelve I realized
I had downloaded piracy-de
terTiullY mp3s of silence.
Madonna. You win
lout cash
stupid new
it a lot, so Maybe it was
worth it (it so totally was 1).
(This isn't her first anti-piracy
attempt. Someone reminded
me of how Madonna put an
anti-piracy thingie on her al
bum, American Life. A dum
my copy was circulated with
mostly blank tracks, and an
angry, "What the f*ck to you
think you're doing?l" from
the Queen herself. Some peo
ple later set Madonna

Project, dedicated to
smmp'!inlg songstress

ByCINDYKO

adonna ets
---ove ack

The song is
if you have an extra 5

minU1tes, you should watch
video, too, because it

features Madonna strutting
around a pink jumpsuit.
Hot. (Recent sources tell me
that some guys DO NOT
think that Madonna looks hot
in this video, due to, "weird
looking multi flap" and "that
abyss underneath her hip
bone... ") Anyway, see for
yourself.

Okay, so when I initially
wanted to review this CD, I
didn't want to drop tha cash

gossip,
blog
glorious release of Madon-
na's new 21
years business,

Queen of Pop, has
reincarnated a
disco diva. you haven't al
ready heard new single,

Up" you should go
throw yourself off a turnta

(Actually, if you're a big
""'JU.M. fan, you've prEob:abJly

of new single
lln,rW~IV The

even
town was on fire

over CNN
Of course, I know now

taken measures to
make sure that this shitty
bubble doesn't separate me
from the world completely ...
and I have pinkisthenewblog.
com to thank for it! (Fingers

on the pulse.) Yeah, so
Trent still won't be able to in-

me of my hometown's
ashy demise, at least I'll
know about the latest fugly
thing Britney wore out in

Madonna- Confessions on
a Dance Floor (2005)

One of many, many,
many, many downsides of
studvJinl! at Caltech is I

what's going on
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Cracking Toast~of~the~Town,

Grommit: Dil1y~dal1yingat
Oxford and Cambridge

By MAYRA SHEIKH

When Online
Gambling ecomes a

robletn
By LEE H. COLEMAN, Caltech Counseling Center

-Gamblers Anonymous In
ternational Service Office P.O.
Box 17173, Los Angeles, CA
90017 (213) 386-8789 - Fax
(213) 386-0030, http://www.
gamblersanonymous.org

-Compulsive Gambling
Center, Inc: http://www.lost
bet.com

*Reference:
Sevigny, S., Cloutier,

M..Pelletier, M., Ladouceur,
R. (2005). Internet gambling:
Misleading payout rates during
the "demo" period. Comput
ers in Human Behavior, 21(1).

increasing amounts of money
to achieve the desired excite
ment

-You've made repeated un
successful efforts to control,
cut back, or stop gambling

-You're restless or irritable
when attempting to cut down
or stop gambling

-You gamble as a way of
escaping from problems or to
relieve an unpleasant mood,
such as helplessness, guilt,
anxiety, or depression

Online gambling also car
ries some risks that may not be
evident at first glance. Be ad
vised that many Internet gam
bling sites are located abroad
and are not subject to any
particular regulations, making
it more difficult to adjudicate
disputes with your money.
Also, one recent study* found
that out of 117 gambling sites
tested, 39% of them artificially
inflated their payouts during
the demo period. Once play
ers joined the site and began
playing for real money, how
ever, the payout rates declined
significantly.

Ifyou're concerned that your
gambling may get out of hand
or has caused you unforeseen
difficulties, confidential help
is available. You can consult
with a therapist at the counsel
ing center (395-8331) to help
you figure out what to do next.
If you'd like to consult with
an organization specifically
focused on problem gambling,
feel free to contact either of
the resources below.

BUSINESS PLANS
FINANCIAL MODELS

Free Small Biz Documents and Forum
TheSmallBusinessOwnersManual.com

Subjective Emotional
States:

-Being preoccupied with
gambling (e.g., reliving past
gambling experiences, handi
capping or planning the next
venture, or thinking of ways
to get money with which to
gamble)

-Needing to gamble with

Though we don't know the
exact numbers, many Caltech
students enjoy gambling over
the Internet. Gambling in pri
vacy and relative anonymity
appeals to many of our stu
dents, and a solid understand
ing of probability theory can
help fuel fantasies of beating
the odds. For most students
of legal age, gambling in mod
eration is not inherently prob
lematic. For a small minority
of students, however, online
gambling can lead to signifi
cant academic, social, and fi
nancial problems.

There are no hard and fast
rules for what defines a gam
bling problem, but some gen
eral criteria do seem to apply.
Some signs you may have a
gambling problem include:

Bur er Continental
535 S. Lake Ave.

Pasadena
(626) 792-6634

Alwavs 20% offfor all Caltech students, staff, faculty

Still living in a Big City -
Mayra

The ..... • Unified
Theory of Physics

river, there are tree lined walks
and winding pathways. Some of
which lead to small grazing fields,
as cows are an everyday presence
for the Cambridge students.

However, modem convenienc
es still exist. Multiple streets are
lined with all sorts of shops: ev
erything from grocery and depart
ment stores to small coffee shops
with good sandwiches. There are
also many, many pubs in both cit
ies, suggesting the Brits like their
pints. Cambridge also has outdoor
market that sells handmade jew
elry, souvenirs, jam, bread, or raw
meat, depending on the day of the
week. On another side of town is
an outdoor craft market with vary
ing trinkets made of wood, stone,
clay, and beads. Both cities have
playhouses and even student
run playhouses featuring student
performances. Overall, Oxford
has more a city-like vibe to it,
and Cambridge definitely has the
small-town feeL I thoroughly en
joyed visiting both of the crown
ing glories of British Academia
and would advise any other visi
tor to do the same. Speaking of
academia, I should get cracking
on the small amount of British
homework I have.

the grass." Each also has its own
Hogwarts-style dining hall and
mini-Cathedral-like Chapel with
stained glass and images rang
ing from Mary, Jesus, and arch
bishops to English Monarchs,
notably the Tudors. The archi
tecture of the buildings is great;
some of the chapels have fanned,
vaulted ceilings, and others have
stucco embossed domes. Some
of the chapels even have towers
up which one can climb to see the
whole city. However, the narrow,
winding, two-way stairwells can
be rather terrifying.

For those who don't quite ap
preciate man made things like
buildings as much as I do, there
is nature. Cambridge has the gor
geous Cam River rnnning through
it. A handful of colleges sit on the
banks of the river, and large parks
and open spaces run down to meet
the water's edge. The calm state
of mind I achieved at 9-ish on a
brisk, cold British morning over
looking the river with a cup of hot
coffee was worth the $50 train
ticket up there. The river is not
only for looks; you can go punt
ing on the river. Some companies
that have people punt for you and
charge. an hourly fare, and some
colleges rent out punts to their
students for a minimal fee, so
students can take a stab at punt
ing themselves. Either way, it's a
unique experience. Other than the

Read
The GrandUnified Theory ofPhysics

by
Joseph M. Brown

ISBN 0971294461
$29.95

©2005 Bask Research Press

Get Your Copy
of The Grand Unified Theory ofPhyslts

Amazon.com
BarnesandNoble..com

CampusBookMart.com
Order from Your Local Bookstore

Also available at most U.S. Conege Libraries
PublIshed by Bask Research Press

StarkvHle,MS 39759 Ph (662) 323-2844

Discover how to derive the special relativity observations from Newtonian Meehan
• .AII matter particles consist ora small composite particle made of ether gas

particles. The composite particle moves at the speed oflight and at rest it has a
circular orbit. Photon "mass" can be coupled to the composite particle at the spee
of light to cause it to accelerate. Part of the "mass" is scattered and part is capturet
giving the result that the matter partide mass grows as given by mv = rnJ 1· (vic
where "111~1 is the matter particle mass at velocity 'I V .., .. 111: is the rest mass, and" (
is the speed of lIght.

·The composite partIcle initial circular path is changed to an elliptic path with
a minor axis smaller than the circular radius by the factor .Jl~(v/c)2.

•The composite particle elliptic path has an orbital period U.Jf-I~-(v-/-c)-2 times tl
period when at rest.

•Thus, mass growth, matter shortening, and time dilation predicted by this
Newtonian Theory is the same as that predicted by Einstein's Special Theory
Relativity.
~rmoreInfurmationand~atteRilieboo~v~tta~~~~~.I.~·~.'~·(~~~·H·'-i~ft·t·DRN1,~~aa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,

Tired ofCDS lunches
and dinners?

$2000 Burger, Fries, and Drink
EVERYDAY

for all Caltech students, staff, and faculty

Objective Behaviors:
-Lying to others to conceal

the extent of your involvement
with gambling

-Jeopardizing or losing a
significant relationship, job, or
educational or career opportu
nity because of gambling (e.g.,
missing classes, missing house
social events, etc.)

-Relying on others to provide
r-----------------------------------: money to relieve a desperate

financial situation caused by
gambling

-Chasing your losses - in
other words, continuing to
gamble in the hopes of win
ning back money you've lost

-In extreme cases, commit
ting illegal acts such as forg
ery, fraud, or theft to finance
gambling

To all the techers in non-freezing
Southern California,

I sure hope midterms treated
you guys okay, though they've
never been nice to me. It is begin
ning to get rather cold in Britain,
which definitely makes me miss
tech and California Sunshine,
midterms or not. Even with my
sunshine withdrawal, I have been
adventurously tromping around
Britain. I'm writing today to tell
you about visiting two of Brit
ain's cities that have academic
halos, two havens of knowledge,
the oh-so wonderful Cambridge
and Oxford.

Mock as I may, the two col
lege towns have quite an appeal,
aesthetic as well as intellectual.
First of all, Oxford and Cam
bridge Universities differ from
the American version of Univer
sities. Each University is compro
mised of 20 some odd colleges
scattered around each city. The
coalition of the colleges is what
is called the University. The col
leges vary in size and are the
center of the social scene. Both
Oxford and Cambridge have col
leges with common names. I was
very much jealous of the Cam
bridge students when I saw their
huge accommodations; some
even have ensuite bathrooms and
kitchens. All of the colleges have
beautifully manicured lawns with
ugly signs that say "don't walk on
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delivery is both cheaper and
tastier than most CDS dinners,
and could easily serve part or all
of our dinners as many nights a
week as we desire.

A search on Donut for res
taurants that already deliver to
campus for under $1O/meal re
turns the following results: Cafe
Boriquen, Chinatown Express,
Domino's Pizza, Fredo's, Papa
John's, Pataya, Pizza Hut, and
President Thai. This variety of
Puerto Rican, Chinese, Italian,
Thai, pizza places, and probably
many more places we could hire
on a regular basis is so far su
perior to CDS that it's hard to
comprehend why anyone would
chose our current board plan.
Papa John's has a fundrais
ing program that has allowed
Caltech students to order 2 large
1 topping pizzas for $14.33 with
delivery. Even without any fur
ther bulk discount, Papa Johns
could provide us each with a
whole pizza for more than $5
less than a CDS dinner. With the
remaining funds we are current
1y charged, CDS could provide
us with a reasonable soup/salad
bar or desert, probably still im
proving on our current dinner
prices.

If Caltech were to use a de
livery or catered solution, with
a little bit of design we could
implement a service in which
individual students could log in
to a website to select their own
personal choices for each night,
or even opt not to receive dinner
on a particular night and have
funds reimbursed to their de
clining balance accounts.

Richard Feynman had a won
derful relationship with the stu
dent body, and I think he would
be outraged by the current abuse
of his name describing our din
ing disservice.

In conclusion, CDS is bitch
es.

The preceeding is a weekly
column of rants written by a
variety of pissed off Pageboys.
ALL OPINIONS EXPRESSED
IN THIS ARTICLE, EVEN
THOSE HEW BY REAL PEO
PLE, ARE ENTIRELY FIC
TIONAL. THE PRECEEDING
ARTICLE CONTAINS COARSE
LANGUAGE AND DUE TO ITS
CONTENT IT SHOUW NOT
BE READ BY ANYONE. Send
hate mail to senn@caltech.edu.

ByJONSENN

total of $720, leaving them with
$450 declining balance for non
dinner food. But anyone in an
other house only gets $421.25
declining balance for non-din
ner. But didn't CDS tell us that
the n~ason we're forced to pay
for every single house dinner is
so that We can pay less for our
dinners? Why are we charged
more for our own houses' din
ners than are students in Avery,
who have a choice of where to
eat every night?

What you might not know
is that·. CDS actually makes a
PROFIT preparing our dinners.
We pay $1,267 per term for
board, yet Avery's board plan
only has $1,170 of declining
balance. Presumably they are
given the same amount of mon
ey as we are. For what purpose
does CDS seize this $97/term
from each of us? During rota
tion this year, students on board
were automatically charged $10
per lunch each day, even though
we're provided less than $8 per
weekday for non-diner food.
Many students in the north hous
es weren't even told they were
automatically charged, and most
students who did know were
still double charged for many
lunches that week. Accord
ing to Ryan Farmer, this plan
was adopted due to supposed
requests from students in south
houses, and CDS decided $10
was a fair price. Who claims it's
fair to charge us more than our
declining balance allocates per
day? The only explanation for
such behavior is an attempt by
CDS to squeeze more profit out
of the undergrads.

Due to recent budget prob
lems, administration proposed
extending the required CDS
board plan to 7 days a week in
order to better subsidize the oth
er CDS food programs with less
support from the general bud
get. If you're against this and
haven't signed a petition stating
so, email smatacus@caltech.
edu.

Rather than extending the
CDS contribution to our board
plans, I propose that we limit
or eliminate its presence in our
dinners. I'm sure a multitude of
companies in the Pasadena and
Los Angeles area could cater
our dinners cheaper and with a
better product. Even fast food

How often do you go to a res
taurant, pay $12 for food you
didn't enjoy, and repeatedly
go back· for the same mediocre
food? What about a steakhouse
filled with the dense smoke of
burnt beef, or a restaurant with
out the freshest food, or one
that is always out of the items
you actually do like? These are
characteristics we might toler
ate from a fast food shack or
a diner, but not a moderately
priced restaurant. Why do we
treat CDS differently?

For over $12.50 a night, we
are provided with food that is
mediocre at best and not always
fresh. Nearly every student finds
Chandler lunches far tastier and
better prepared. Yet CDS charg
es us more for our dinners and
denies us other options.

In Page House, dinners are
particularly crappy: nearly half
the time on Thursday, the Page
dining hall is filled with smoke
from the kitchen's burning
meat. The time when the smoke
drifted into Chandler, security
was required to clear the area
and lock the doors for health
reasons. By the time Page has
dinner, CDS runs out of any
thing widely regarded as decent,
typically including steak, soups,
mostly clam chowder and chick
en noodle, chicken parmesan,
assorted salad bar items, cook
ies, soft serve ice cream, some
of the better cakes and pies, and
even green eggs and ham.

Yes, the food is sub-par, but so
what, if you don't like it don't
buy it, right? Wrong. Students
who wish to live in the houses
are automatically charged for
CDS dinners unless they have
specific health or dietary re
quirements preventing them
from eating CDS. Anyone who
doesn't want CDS just because
of the taste, price, time of day,
etc. will not be let off of their
board plans as long as they live
in a house. The rationale behind
this so-called forced service is
that CDS cannot operate as ef
ficiently on a smaller scale and
would be forced to raise prices.

If someone from Avery chose
to eat in a house for dinner every
single weeknight, they would
spend $35 for a dress dinner,
$14.50 on each of 5 steak din
ners, and $12.50 on the other
49 regular diIUlers, for a grand

Rantings from that Drunk Guy
in the Corner #1: DS fho'
Hqruthuh Gha Booghie - now
with actual words.

• •
1 1

shower room. We are expected to
pay for parking now every month
to cover the cost of a parking struc
ture originally covered under the
institute budget. Laundry rates
have gone up, and two years ago
all the remaining free machines in
off campus Caltech housing were
replaced. The brief all-you-can-eat
program in the South Kitchen, in
troduced to balance dining loads as
Chandler was being remodeled, is
conspicuously absent from the new
dining plan, though not from its
website. The dinner kitchen now
frequently runs out of certain foods
by the time my house is served.
They took away the damned sheets
before I had time to grab myself a
toga.

None of these losses are tragic,
but, together, they add up to a whole
lot of ill will. Caltech's response
to tension over cutbacks generally
boils down to the rising cost of ser
vices, usually with the addendum
that our tuition pays for only a
fraction of the cost the institute in
curs in teaching us. My tuition has
gone up every year in disproportion
to inflation, so what, I ask, is that
extra slice going towards if not to
offset a disproportionate increase in
the cost of the services I enjoy? If
I'm being written off as a loss, at
least lose a bit more and make me
happy.

Students are first in line for cut
backs because professors and staff
will outlast any opposition we can
muster. Few will remember in 2010
that Techers once parked for free.
Indeed, few remember the true In
terhovse today. Caltech is taking
candy from the proverbial baby,
and I think it's time we bit its hand.
Cut this article out and mail it to
your favorite Caltech administrator
along with your view on the matter,
no postage necessary if mailed to a
Caltech mailbox. Let these people
whittling away at the little snow
flakes that make this hell a little bit
cooler know that cuts cost students
more in moral than they save the
institute money.

By JEFFREY PHILLIPS

As Techers, we look forward to
few great joys in our lives: the in
ter-house parties, ditch day, or just
staying up to grab the first morning
donut. Between these wellsprings
of joy lies a desert of solemn deg
radation; classes, research, and
everything in between strip away
layers of our skin like a whirlwind.
A foreign legionnaire has between
himself and the elements only the
amenities he is provided.

The Foreign Legion allows pari
ahs to leave troubles for a life of ad
venture, so they take their canteen,
rifle, and rations with thanks. But
we are college students in high de
mand, and we have come to expect
a lot more than MRE's, muskets,
and metallic water. Indeed, it was
the amenities that Caltech is known
to offer that eventually cemented
many of my classmates' decision
in coming here. Every Alumnus I
talked to billed Caltech as a school
that took care of its students.

Caltech developed and main
tained this reputation, along with
all the extra services that includes,
long after many other schools had
dropped similarly costly programs.
Caltech provided complete linen
and towel service, for instance. I
would assert this is mainly due to
it's unique student body. There are
few enough students that address
ing their needs is not the logistical
nightmare it would become at a
large university. In addition, most
Techers are over-sheltered morons
where the troubles of the real world
are concerned; it is no wonder that
weekly cleaning service is one of
the few remaining Caltech ameni
ties. For countless years, Caltech
has been going above and beyond
to entice prospective students, re
lieve the burden of the undergrads,
and leave the deep-pocketed alumni
to reflect warmly on the reason they
didn't learn how to wash sheets un
til grad school.

Over the time I've been here, I
have witnessed the steady erosion
of services Caltech is willing to al
lot to its undergraduate body. There
is no longer free soap in the pool
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future years. Rick would to
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"The years have
been rel:athrelv warm and stable
pel'halJS because of the overturn-

the ocean," he
ocean has nearly

the carbon, all the and
all the mass of the climate

system, so how these mass-
es of water back and
forth is to be tied to the
period of the glacial cycles."

Details of glaciation can be
studied in other ways, but getting
a history of water currents is a lot
more tricky, Adkins adds. But if
the ocean currents themselves are

see,
of that
died or may have thousands
of in any case,

1Il11-vear record of
how much was wash-

over the creature's dur-
its lifetime.

individual coral can ten a
of the water it lived in be

cause the amount of variation
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In the real
oceans As an
"older" mass of water can actu-

sit on of a "v()Ungel'"
mass. What's more, the the
ocean water circulate are to
climatic variations. A more realis-
tic carbon-14 con-
tent would thus be
rather wavy, steeper curves
meaning a faster rate of new wa
ter flushing and flatter curves
corresponding to relatively un
perturbed water.

The researchers can get this in
formation by cutting up the indi-
vidual corals and their
carbon-14 content. the
animals' lOO-year life they
take in minerals from water
and use the minerals to build their


